Famine and poverty in the army during the reign of the House of Vasa in the light of reports and diaries
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The aim of the article is to present the phenomenon of famine in the army of the Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The work is an attempt at answering the question how often and in what circumstances there was food shortage in the army, how it was prevented and what was the soldiers' diet in situations of food shortages. The author has consciously undertaken only one aspect of nutritional conditions in the army of the Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and limited her deliberations to the issue of extreme malnutrition of soldiers. It is necessary to remember the times of relative plentfulness or even abundance of food when the soldiers were living, according to Hieronim Christian Holsten "like young princes". The chronological scope of the analysis was limited to the times of the reign of the House of Vasa, i.e. from the end of the 16th century to the 60s of the 17th century.

The source of study included memories, reports, correspondence and poetic works from the period. One has to mention here Historya panowania Jana Kazimierza by Wespazjan Kochowski, diaries of e.g.: bishop Paweł Piasecki, Stanisław Oświęcim, Joachim Jerlicz and Hieronim Christian Holsten. Information concerning the subject of study is also included in reports and correspondence e.g. in Księga pamiętnicza by Jakub Michałowski, Relacje wojenne z pierwszych lat walk polsko – kozackich powstania Bohdana Chmielnickiego okresu „Ogniem i mieczem” (1648–1651), or in the letters of Jan Sobieski to Marysieńka from the period 1665 – 1668 and other. The subject of nutrition in the army and the manner of obtaining food was also mentioned in literary works of e.g. Jan Białobocki, Łukasz Opaliński, Wacław Potocki, Szymon Starowolski or Samuel Twardowski. Analysis of the 17th-century memories indicated that more details are included in the records created shortly after the described events, e.g. reports concerning the defence of Zbaraż in 1649, rather than written from the perspective of time and by some people not being direct witnesses but knowing the event only from accounts of others, as it was in the case of Natan Hannower. In the last case, it seems that the author uses a specific scheme emphasising the tragedy of famine identified with eating of horses, dogs, cats and rodents. Therefore, sources of this type do not contribute too much information on the subject of the studied issue. On the other hand, the trauma of famine is so strong
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that the people who survived it describe the situation of food shortage quite faithfully, even several years after it occurred.

The problem of nutrition and food shortage within the period of study was the subject of works by Maria Bogucka,15 Bohdan Baranowski,16 Jarosław Dumanowski,17 Antonina Keckowa and Danuta Molenda,18 Zbigniew Kuchowicz,19 Tadeusz Sobczak20 and Andrzej Wyczanski. Also the works of Leslaw Dudek21 and Tadeusz Srogosz22 were devoted to soldiers' nutrition.

Famine in the army was not constant. However, it was a frequent phenomenon during wars. Many memories are related to lack of food. The complaints of Bogusław Radziwiłł on the subject of his hunger during the trip from Bar to Kamieniec Podolski may be taken lightly. However, the repeated statements in the diaries about "hunger and cold" and infantry "swaying in the wind"24 must be considered reflections of the actual status.

The danger of famine most often appeared during sieges and marches through a desolate country.25 In the first case, there was a shortage of food not only in the besieged fortresses and camps, but also in the besieging army, which managed to destroy the area with its long-term stay in one place.26

The problems with feeding soldiers was a consequence of the manner of providing them with food. Systemic solutions ensuring supplies of food for the army were only undertaken incidentally. Such a situation occurred during the war with Sweden in the period 1626 - 162927 and during the siege of Toruń in 1658. In the latter case, the parliament appointed general supply masters whose task was to gather food for the army for two months. The food was to be supplied both from the royal domain as well as the property of the clergy and nobility in the specified amount per one fief (1.5 bushel of rye, 1.5 bushel of beer malt, 3 bushels of oats, ¼ bushel of peas and ¼ bushel of groats) and per 10 fiefs (a heifer and a chump of meat).28 In 1649, there was also an attempt at preparation of a "top-down" supply for the army. The council of the Senate assigned this task to Andrzej Firlej. The attempt was probably unsuccessful due to problems with collecting taxes for this purpose and inability of the deputy hetman to act while being besieged in Zbaraż.29

Some effort was made, with various results, to organise supplies of food in fortresses. The repeated orders in parliamentary constitutions to provide food for the crew of Kamieniec Podolski30 as well as disputes as to whether, in Smoleńsk in 1654, there were enough supplies for defence or not31 prove that the problem was present in the awareness of the nobility.

According to Leslaw Dudek, soldiers had three possibilities of providing themselves with food: individual, collective within the unit or collective within the subdivision. In the first case, everyone
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provided for his own food from the soldier's pay and prepared his own meals. The second possibility was in the cavalry of companion enlistment. A companion bought food for the people included in his unit from the soldier's pay taken. The third system could be used in infantry divisions. The commander retained half of soldier's pay of the soldiers subject to him in exchange for organising their food. This manner of supplying food raised objections because food supplied by the commander was of poor quality and in too little amounts to satisfy the needs of the subordinates. Criticism of this type of practice can also be found in literature of the period:

"A będąc oberszterem swego regimentu,
Cieszy się, że już głodem wyzdychał do szczętu,
[...]
Bo mu się żołd dostanie po nim i hiberna". 

In winter, soldiers also had the right to housing in the royal domain and clergy property and those who served in the cavalry also to food for themselves and their horses, i.e. hiberna. At first, it was collected in kind and from 1649 in cash. The anonymous proposal of abandoning stations in exchange for adoption of a general station distributed by a general administrator as well as construction of storehouses in Ukraine was never implemented. Lack of systemic solutions caused by fears of the nobility of centralisation and a strong army obedient to the king did not enable reforms proceeding in the direction indicated by the West European military affairs.

The cavalry soldiers took food for an expedition by hauling numerous wagons and cattle. Andrzej Maksymilian Fredro in his work *Nowe uważenie porządku wojennego...* proposed that the infantry should do in a similar way and each ten men should haul one wagon with food supplies. Thanks to this, the danger of famine for this formation could be reduced significantly. Food could also be bought from market sellers who followed the army as well as from local inhabitants or companions. Usually, this was done with one's own savings as the soldier's pay was given very irregularly and the state arrears in payment were several years long and worth several million zlotys.

Frequently, the army took food without paying for it. Having consumed their own supplies, it was not always possible to buy or steal something due to destructions in the area where the army was staying. Shortage of food products influenced the increase in prices on the market. According to hetman articles of 1609, a "trzecinnik" of wheat was supposed to cost 20 - 30 groshes, a "trzecinnik" of rye: 16 - 20 groshes, for a chunk of meat: 20 groshes, for a hen: 1 grosh. In 1611 in Moscow, the price of a piece of pork fat was up to 900 groshes, a hen - 150 groshes, an egg - 60 groshes, whereas a magpie or a crow cost 15 groshes. In 1651, it was possible to buy 7 eggs for 1 grosh. It is clearly visible how much the cost of food
could increase with little supplies. For example, the price of a chunk of meat was 45 times higher and the price of a hen even 150 times higher in Moscow than assumed in the hetman articles issued two years earlier.

The prices of alcohol also increased. A quart of beer during the fights for Smolensk in 1633 cost 0.75 grosches,\(^44\) whereas at Piławice in 1648 - 1.5 grosches,\(^45\) and at Biała Cerkiew on 24th August 1651 - 11.25 grosches.\(^46\) The difference between the prices of beer in Smolensk in 1633 and the one in the camp at Piławice in 1648 may be considered the result of inflation. A huge increase of the price (by 2150%) of the drink at Biała Cerkiew, 3 years after Piławice, is a sign of difficulties in obtaining it in the camp after 1651.

A quart of booze was available at Piławice in 1648 for 20 groshes,\(^47\) in Zbaraż the price increased in August 1649 from 300 to 540 - 600 groshes,\(^48\) whereas at Biała Cerkiew in 24th August 1651, it was sold for 90 groshes\(^49\) and in September for 240 groshes.\(^50\) Unfortunately the memories contain too few details to enable a precise analysis. It might be suspected that the increase of prices was so typical for the situation in camps and during sieges that it did not evoke any emotions and the diary writers did not consider this information worth writing down.

Comparing the above prices with the prices from Krakow\(^51\) and Lviv,\(^52\) it is possible to notice that the differences seem to be a little bit accidental. This is the result of different factors influencing their amounts in camp trading than in towns. The decisive circumstances in determination of the prices could be the plentifulness of supplies in the supply train and availability of food in the area of the march-through and camping. An example might be the price of an ox. In Lviv in 1648, it cost 660 grosches,\(^53\) in Krakow in 1647 - 1020 groshes, in 1650 - 778 groshes and in 1653 - 850 groshes.\(^54\) On the other hand, in the camp at Piławice in 1648 - only 120 groshes\(^55\) so 18% of the Lviv price. In the camp at Beresteczko in 1651, the price was much higher than in towns and amounted to 1200 - 1500 groshes\(^56\) so it was 10 to 12.5 times higher than at Piławice.

It is also difficult to find any regularities in shaping of alcohol prices. In 1648, a quart of booze cost 45 grosches\(^57\) in Krakow, while in the camp at Piławice, as it has already been mentioned, only 20 grosches\(^58\) (44 % of the Krakow price). The prices of beer were shaped the other way round: in 1648 in Lviv, a quart of this drink cost 0.5 grosches,\(^59\) whereas in the Piławice camp - 1.5 grosches\(^60\) (300% of the Lviv price). A quart of mead was not much more expensive (by 14%) at Piławice (4 groshes)\(^61\) than the one in Lviv (3.5 groshes).\(^62\) In more difficult conditions in the camp at Biała Cerkiew in 1651, a quart of beer cost 11.25 groshes, booze - 90 groshes, whereas mead - 18.75 groshes.\(^63\) At the same
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time in Lviv, a quart of beer could still be bought for 0.5 groshes. Due to lack of data, it is not possible to determine the price relations as regards the Lviv and Krakow prices of booze and mead.

Table 1 Comparison of food product prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place and time</th>
<th>Products</th>
<th>beer</th>
<th>booze</th>
<th>mead</th>
<th>ox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>price in groshes</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>price in groshes</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>price in groshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krakow 1647</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krakow 1648</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lviv 1648</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piławce 1648</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zbaraż 1649</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>300 to 540 - 600</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krakow 1650</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lviv 1651</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beresteczko 1651</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biała Cerkiew 1651</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krakow 1653</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nd - no data
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Due to excessive prices, many soldiers could not afford to buy from military market sellers. This concerned, most of all, the people of non-aristocratic background replenishing the infantry divisions who did not have any savings.
Cases of thoughtless destruction by soldiers of the food, which could later be used, were recorded in the sources. According to diary writers, the inglorious leadership in such actions was taken by the retinue. Such a situation occurred during the siege of Smolensk in the period 1633 - 1634. The first divisions of the army coming as relief forces to the fortress managed to desolate the areas, which were previously abundant in food in spite of the ongoing fights, to such an extent that a large part of the army suffered from hunger although it was not surrounded by the enemy. The situation was improved many times by seizing the Moscow military storehouses. However, in the last stage of the expedition, even Vladislav IV could feel the shortages. At Easter 1634, he only ate salted meat.

In the infantry, at this moment, even this was not available.

The phenomenon of destroying food was frequent, which is proven by repeated prohibitions of devastating apiaries or fish ponds in hetman articles. The legislation was unsuccessful in its fight against the proceedings. Among the soldiers, there was a dominant way of thinking to eat their fill at a given moment, whereas the surplus, which could not be eaten and drunk, was destroyed. Many times, it was recorded in the memories that beehives and wild beehives were destroyed while unguarded by the commanders. An interesting example is the event mentioned in several sources which took place after the agreement in Białá Cerkiew in 1651 when the Cossacks encountered the looting retinue:

"...kilkadziesiąt koni Kozaków zaskoczyli dziesiątek czeladzi naszej w pasiece jednej, poczęła uchodzić czelada nasza; potem Kozak dopadłszy jednego czeladnika, zerwale tylko z niego kontusz, a zawoła: howoryte z nami Lachy i poczęli mówić: Kozacy: «Czemu to zemle psujecie, czemu pasieki łupiecie, a my wiemy, że u was otrębowano, abyście nie paleli, nie psowali i pasiek zaniechali». Poczęła się czelada wymawiać, żeśmy o tym nie wiedzieli, a Kozacy replikowali: «Skazaliż to waszy starszy sczo mir budet, nie psujte zemle». A interea obaczele jednego Niemca między czeladzią i wzięwszy go poczęli go bić samopałami i włosy na nim rwać. «A ty Niemce czemu zemlę psujesz, insza Lacho, insza wam, boś ty pożyczany człowiek, niemiecka to zemla», i tak oberwawszy mu włosy na głowie puścili go.

The motivation of the devastating people deserves attention as they explained their behaviour with lack of prohibition interpreted as approval of looting and destruction. If such activities were forbidden, insubordination made them deaf to orders.

The first divisions entering a city during an assault, while looking for loot, frequently did not care about later possibility of using the supplies gathered by the enemy. Before a commander managed to prevent devastation, drinks from broken barrels had already sunk in the ground and the corn was scattered around the streets. An example is the situation that occurred in Pawlocz and Różyna conquered in 1651 during the Białá Cerkiew campaign. It is worth giving the floor to a historiographer being a witness to the events described in the following way:

"Sama Pawołocz mogła cztery takie wojska pożywić, a oni ją sami wyrabowali i komorom się dostalo, ale najbardziej napójow nam żal, bo w samej jednej piwnicy 24 beczek wina, czego wypić nie mogli, rozsiekali, a po innych jako wiele miodów, gorzałek popsowano, końca i liczby nie masz. A my teraz w te gorąco łakniemy napojów [...]. Już to jako obiecany pan wojewoda bracławski [Stanisław Lanckoroński] z znakiem hetmańskim w miasto; zastanie zboża wysypane, piwnice odbite i pszczoły porozbijane, a
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do zamku, gdzie największa i najlepsza część mienia chłopów była, pacholików w za przywodem mnicha jednego szturmujących, a było i towarzystwo między nimi. Skoczy do pierwszego, temu i owemu buzdyganem dostało się, a jednemu towarzyszowi tak, że już chleba jeść nie będzie. Pacholików dwóch pryncypałów natychmiast obieszono. Drugich bito kijami w rynku…". 72

The behaviour presented above was completely different from the ideal of a thrifty host common in old Polish literature, who cared for the supplies for the future and respected the gifts from heaven. 73 It might have been influenced by the feeling of power that the conquerors had, lack of concerns about consequences, feeling of impunity, insubordination, low morale and, obviously, the alcohol drunk beforehand. The group phenomenon added to that as everyone was brave and full of ideas in a group and the responsibility for actions was blurred. It was extremely hard for commanders to control this destruction amok, even when they applied penalties directly on the battlefield. 74

The subsequent divisions were not able to use the enemy's food supplies. The death penalty for perpetrators did not deter others from similar activities in another town. 75 Even capitulation and letting in a Polish crew did not protect from looting and destruction of food as it happened in February 1651 in Murchawa where the townspeople surrendered: "proszęć w ostatku P. Hetmana o załogę do zamku dla obrony od swawolnych; dla czego im zaraz przydał piechoty [...] czeladka luźna dla kupowania niektórych rzeczy do zamku zaszedszy komory odbijać, miody i żywność brać i insze rzeczy żakować poczęła...". 76 Sometimes, a lookout sent to fetch food, was involved in looting rather than its basic task and, what is more, they destroyed food and mills by the way as it happened in winter 1664 after the end of the siege of Głuchów. 77

The shortage of food was accelerated by sending it from camps to homes during the moments of temporary surplus. This happened e.g. during the fights for Smoleńsk in 1663. 79 A bad example was set by the commanders. Jan Sobieski sent vegetables, butter 80 and cherries 81 to his wife. There were also accusations of selling the food to the enemy. Such charges were filed against the crew of Smoleńsk in 1654. 82

A remedy to hunger was sending "picownicy" and "furierzy" responsible for food supplies to the areas not destroyed with the war, often many kilometres away from the place of military operations. In connection with participation of cavalry in such hit and run actions, most of the seized and robbed food got to this formation instead of going to the market. Such manner of supplying facilitated quick feeling of hunger among the infantry. 83 This happened, for instance, in the summer of 1651, when the army were passing through the destroyed country behind Slucz. Due to lack of food, during a several-day stay in July of that year, there was a noticeable increase in death rates among this formation. 84 A similar situation occurred e.g. in 1653, during the Żwaniec campaign, 85 in February
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1655 during the military operations in Ukraine,\textsuperscript{86} in 1633 during the fights with Moscow\textsuperscript{87} and in 1666 during the Lubomirski's Rebellion.

In a situation of no possibility to buy food products, attempts were made at searching for products which could fill the stomach. Rhizomes, tree leaves, vegetables and herbs were collected, i.e. "radicels" as they were called then.\textsuperscript{88} Also, carrion as well as ill and injured animals were eaten. A horse which got lost or was left by its owner was killed and eaten very quickly by the infantry troops.\textsuperscript{89} A symbol of hunger was eating horse meat. This was done in Moscow in the years 1611 – 1612,\textsuperscript{90} in Smolensk in 1633,\textsuperscript{91} in Zbaraż in 1649\textsuperscript{92} and during the fights with Moscow in 1664.\textsuperscript{93} Dogs, cats, rats and mice were caught. Leather fragments of clothes and equipment were cooked and eaten while softened. Mouldy and worm-infested food was eaten. When there was no fire wood, it was cooked on bones.\textsuperscript{94} Sometimes, food was softened by being soaked in water and kept in mouth.\textsuperscript{95} In the times of greatest hunger, cannibalism occurred. The dead were consumed. It also happened that prisoners, enemies or even companions were killed.\textsuperscript{96}

An important aspect of provisioning was the supply of drinks. Water was drunk reluctantly,\textsuperscript{97} e.g. due to fears of poisoning and diseases. Few people knew the methods of water treatment, e.g. by boiling or draining it.\textsuperscript{98} It often came from sources contaminated with degrading human or animal bodies as it happened in besieged Zbaraż where access to potable water was obtained only after digging a new well.\textsuperscript{99} Problems related to poisoned water were also faced by Polish soldiers in summer 1651.\textsuperscript{100} For this reason, they complain in their memories and reports about expensive alcohol: beer, wine, mead and vodka.

Sometimes, there was not even enough water. A situation like this occurred in January 1646 when the field crown hetman Mikołaj Potocki tried to block the way of the Tatars coming back with loot from the Moscow territories so that they could not cross the borders of the Republic.\textsuperscript{101} A difficult situation as regards water supplies was also in October 1660 after the battle of Słobodyszczë when there was not even enough of it for the injured. Trying to help their injured companions, the Reiters finally brought dirty, muddy water in their own hats.\textsuperscript{102} Thus, there was no top-down organisation of drinks and it was necessary to resort to improvisation. Jan Florian Tuszyński has similar memories of the pursuit of the Cossacks on Dzikie Pola in 1664, where the distance between one intake of water and another one was one day of march.\textsuperscript{103} Also Jan Sobieski complained about the problem of
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insufficient amount and quality of drinks, both alcohol and water, in his letter sent from Konin to Marysieńka in 1666. To fool the thirst, saltpetre was sucked.

One of the results of hunger influencing the campaign was significant deterioration of morale and, as a consequence, reluctance to fight. This happened e.g. in July 1651 when "wojsko poczęło nędzięć, cudzoziemskie regimenty piesze i polskie dużo od głodu mrzeć, vigor et ardar militaris tępieć" and during the war with Moscow in 1660.

Lack of food supplies was the justification used while surrendering a fortress e.g. in Smoleńsk in 1654 and withdrawing, like in April 1651 from Bar towards Kamieniec Podolski. In this way, a companion from the regiment of field crown hetman Stanisław "Rewera" Potocki explained the movements of the army to Łukasz Miaskowski. According to the law, hunger was one of three possible reason for surrendering a castle.

During fights, attempts were made to prevent the enemy from finding out about the provisioning problems of the defence. Such type of information was among the most important ones given to the Cossacks in spite of the death penalty for those going over to the enemy, escaping from the besieged Zbaraż. On the other hand, in 1651, great crown hetman Mikołaj Potocki ordered preparation of a feast for Cossack emissaries in spite of the hunger in the Polish camp. The demonstratively sophisticated feast was supposed to mislead the opponent.

The result of hunger was letting the units home during intervals in military operations as well as arbitrary leaving of a regiment and escaping of the infantry troops. Such behaviour was a form of rescue from starvation. Even the companions less endangered by shortages of food than the retinue, resigned from a quarter of their soldier's money to avoid starvation:

"Czemuś z wojska wyjechał i zasług nie czekał?
«Ba, pieszom wyszedł; gorsza, ledwiem nie uciekał.
Nie chciało mi się jeszcze głodem dawać gardła:
Konie powyzdychały i czeladź pomarła[…]».

Some commanders, like e.g. Jan Sobieski, tried to rescue the situation paying for food with their own money. The future king, in this way, tried to solve the problem of food shortages in 1666 during the Lubomirski's Rebellion. It happened similarly at Podhajce in September 1667, which he mentioned in his letter to Marysieńka. These were, however, only short-term actions. One of the basic reasons for the occurrence of food shortage situations was a failure to give the soldier's pay on time. The infantry was the fastest to disappear. It was hunger and diseases, rather than death in a fight, that was the dominant cause of the largest reduction in the number of divisions.
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The situation as regards food during sieges was extremely difficult. Efforts made to obtain food by the besieged through sending of jaunts and obtaining support from the army coming to relief were blocked by the enemy. What is more, attempts were made than at destroying of the supplies and intakes of water. Starvation of the crew was reported in descriptions e.g. of the besieged Kremil in 1611-1612, Smoleńsk in 1633, Bar and Lviv in 1648, Zbaraż in 1649, Krakow in 1655 and Lachowice in 1660.

The siege on the subject of which the information provided by the participants was preserved was the defence of Zbaraż. At the beginning, the food supplies were sufficient. However, the siege continued and shortages began. The defenders on the embankments were the first to receive food - mostly the companions from cavalry regiments. The infantry troops trying to obtain more food, robbed wagons with food at night and attacked the retinue carrying meals to the embankments. In this way, they tried to rescue themselves from starvation and unequal distribution of food. The cavalry ate their own horses and the infantry – dogs. The consequence of famine may also be considered the illnesses and death among soldiers after the end of the siege when the hungry ones ate too much at once. This was caused by weaning of the organism off the proper amount of food. It did not manage to digest a larger portion of food than before and the internal organs were destroyed. On the other hand, in the accounts concerning the defence of Zbaraż, cases of cannibalism were reported. The consequences of an extremely harsh nutritional situation could be felt not only by simple soldiers but also by the magnates being among the top commanders of the fortress. Adam Hieronim Sieniawski fell in health during the siege. After leaving free Zbaraż, he was ill for a long time and died in January 1650.

Once the siege had finished, the inhabitants of Zbaraż were left on their own as regards provisioning, which was the common practise at that time. A soldier had to provide food for himself. This, however, caused significant objection and agitation among the defenders of the fortress. This is completely understandable, but usually such attitudes were passed over in silence in memories. The intensity of displeasure and cursing of the commanders and king must have been so high that it
caught the attention of the diary writer. Aggressive behaviour, quarrelsomeness and inclination to a rebellion are characteristic for people returning to normal manner of eating after surviving famine. Probably, in this way, a human being reacts to stress connected with shortages of food and getting used again to normal life. In this time, a human being reacts to other people's behaviour with impatience and a lower threshold of tolerance.

Cannibalism also occurred during the defence of Kremlin in 1611 - 1612. In spring 1611, food shortages began and, at the end of the year, there was an increase in starvation and the beginnings of cannibalism. People tried to rescue themselves by eating horses, dogs, cats, mice, rats, local plants and leather: straps and boots. Finally, they started eating other people. First, prisoners and excavated corpses were eaten and then also companions. Human bodies were salted, smoked, roasted and boiled. The decision on consumption of a human body and spreading of cannibalism was caused by many months of famine. It seems that it could have also been influenced by a threat of death from the hands of Moscow soldiers. A soldier weakened with hunger could not fight effectively and defend his life. Józef Budziło, a witness and victim of the famine in Kremlin recorded in his diary: diseases caused by lack of nutrients, e.g. scurvy, weakening, slowed-down movements, biting of one's own body and attempts at eating inedible objects. General weakness of the organism, slowing down, loss of control of the limbs are the physical consequences of hunger were observed also in other situations. It happens similarly in the case of considering various things as edible, seeing food everywhere, including one's own body, which is an attempt of the organism to defend itself from death.

There was a disintegration of social bonds, including family ties. Famine and desire to obtain food in any way had a strong influence on the way of thinking. The thoughts were going in a single direction - towards food. The danger was not only the enemy army, but also the companions themselves. The food, at that moment, did not only mean bread, plants and animal meat, but also another human being. Lack of social bonds caused spreading of an egoistic attitude. Everyone took care only of themselves. What is more, there was a life danger from the other people who one had daily contact with, including relatives. The famine of the defenders of Kremlin was known to such an extent that it later became a reference to the lack of food during other wars. Knowledge of it was so widespread among the society that references to it can be found in picaresque literature. One of the characters of Komedia rybałtowska nowa, Confederate recollects:

"Wiec do stołu potrawy, niestety ż, mój Boże,
Jakie nam gotowano, kto wy mówić może?
Dla niezmiernej brzydkości już nie powiadano,
Jeśli pies albo kotka, żarliś my, co dano."
Zjadal drugi udziec więźnia, jak najlepszej samy”. 147

Anthropophagy appeared among the infantry during the famine at Głów Gdańska in 1658. Hieronim Christian Holsten recalled that this happened as a result of cutting off the supply chain due to weather conditions and destruction of bridges by wind and ice jams. Stripping of Żuławy by the soldiers staying there for half a year and ceasing of food supplies from the other side of the Vistula River caused several days of hunger. 148 It affected in particular the infantry having lesser possibilities of provisioning. 149 It must also be remembered that the victims of starvation were the people who were previously undernourished, which resulted in more significant devastation of their organisms and undertaking of more drastic measures to protect themselves from death.

It seems, however, that cannibalism happened relatively seldom and never to such an extent as in Kremlin towards the end of 1612, even taking into consideration that not all events were described and no one boasted about it in connection with an extremely negative attitude to eating human meat. J. Budziło, one of the Polish commanders in Moscow, emphasised in his letter to Sigismond III that, in connection with an extremely serious and long-lasting famine: "Nastąpiła zatem rzadko słyszana, a przynajmniej skryta, u nas prawie jawna samożedź". 150 Thus, a situation occurred in which a certain taboo was broken and the common customs of the culture were violated. It seems to have been connected with transformation of the temporary phenomenon into a long-term one and, probably, with the mentality of the starving people accustomed to death and killing, which made it easier for them to break the taboo. In Kremlin in 1611 - 1612, the starving people had weapons in their hands. There was no one to supervise their nutrition and to punish them for behaviour that did not comply with the social standards as regards the issue of feeding. On their way to cannibalism there was almost exclusively their learnt behaviour and customs. They are difficult to cross, but it is possible, especially in extreme conditions. The issue of whether such behaviour had any influence on further fate of the perpetrators and their behaviour remains for further studies.

In the letters of Józef Budziło from the Moscow captivity, what attracts attention is mentioning of the "samożedź" several times as well as short descriptions of hunger that the Kremlin crew were suffering from. 151 It is particularly significant while comparing these letters with those written by the defenders of Moscow in the years 1611 - 1612, where people asked for rescue and supplies of food. They only mention shortages, poverty and famine without describing the phenomenon, let alone any information about cannibal practices. 152 Probably, a change in the manner of reporting and official acknowledgement of the fact that there was cannibalism in Moscow were caused not only by an attempt at being released faster or justification of surrendering the fortress, 153 but externalisation of the processes occurring in the mentality of the soldier, an attempt at overcoming the trauma of hunger and cannibalism and reaching a balance after these experiences. Especially that, in connection with the negative reception by the society of the type of this type of behaviour and its punishability, admitting it could have an opposite effect than the intended one - instead of mercy, disgust.

A description of the appearance of a starving soldier was included by Hieronim Christian Holster in his diary: "...byliśmy podobni do zabalsamowanych gerydonów. Nasze żołądki i ręce pokurczone były zupełnie jak puste dudy, dym z gnatów końskich zabalsamował nas całkowicie". 154 Reduction of the size of internal organs, including the digestive system, is characteristic for people suffering from hunger. 155 This could be felt as hunger pangs by Hieronim Christian Holsten and his companions rescued from Moscow captivity. Muscle cramps are also a feature of strong starvation.

---
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A human being avoids excessive burning of calories and assumes a pose with bent limbs, not changing it for a long time. In this period, the muscle atrophy and destruction of flexors develop. On the other hand, the association with embalming, mentioned twice, brings into mind changes in skin pigmentation, which, frequently although not always, becomes darker due to long-term shortages of food. The authors of memories also report hunger oedema. Comparing the remarks of seventeenth-century diary writers with the research results of twentieth-century doctors, it may be considered that the former ones convey the actual observations made during the famine.

In the accounts and memories, there is no precise data enabling estimation of death rates in individual divisions, not only as regards starvation. The mentions in diary sources on this subject are only a proof that the losses were significant. Most casualties were infantry troops. In 45 diaries examined by the author, 18 publications of correspondence and reports as well as 140 pieces of poetry, there were 193 mentions of hunger, 32 of which referred to infantry and only 6 to cavalry. It must be added that remarks concerning starvation in infantry units never mentioned any number of dead people. The terms used "piechota z głodu umierała", "piechoty siła ubyło, część z głodu", "po sto człowieka na jedną noc wymierało" are a proof that the problem concerned a large group of people.

On the other hand, information about death of companions caused by hunger and war difficulties contained data on the number of dead people. Even based on such imprecise information, it is possible to conclude that starvation of infantry troops was much more common than among cavalry, especially companies. The authors of that time considered that when companions were dying, the food shortage must have been really serious. The hunger of the Polish crew of Kremlin is mentioned most frequently - 36 times, out of which 19 times were mentioned in his diary by Józef Budziło. Shortages of food were also reported many times in besieged Zbaraż - 23 times. Also hunger was mentioned e.g. in the years 1633 - 1634 during the fights for Smoleńsk, in 1648 in Bar, in the summer 1651 during the fights in Ukraine, in 1653 during the Żwaniec campaign, in February 1655 in Ukraine, in 1658 at Głowa Gdańska, in 1663 during the war with Moscow, in 1666 during the Lubomirski's Rebellion, etc.

Usually, a soldier died in a camp or during a march. Then, a soldier, still alive or dead, was removed off the way of the supply train. The march route, like for instance from Jampol to Lubar in July 1651, was covered with dying people and dead bodies. Malnutrition and hunger in the army of the Republic of Both Nations was not anything unusual compared to other European armies. Memories of diary writers show that hunger was common many times in the Moscow army and among the Cossacks. Diary writers consider them even more accustomed to food shortages and more resistant to their consequences than soldiers from Western Europe. During sieges, e.g. of the Moscow camp at Smoleńsk in 1633 - 1644, or during fights in 1660, the Moscow soldiers used starvation food such as horse meat (due to lack of fire wood, eaten raw), dogs, cats, rodents, carrion and various species of plants.

On the other hand, as regards the West European armies, during the Thirty Years' War, there were significant changes there as regards provisioning. In connection with huge destruction of the territories of German states due to contribution, robbery, destruction of local towns and killing of civilians by the passing armies, it became impossible to maintain previous methods of provisioning.
After the Swedish reform of Gustav Adolf, also adopted to various extents by other countries participating in the conflict, a huge role began to be played by food storehouses on the areas of army operations. They reduced the risk of hunger, but did not get rid of it completely. Some anonymous soldier recalled in 1638 in his diary: "Haben Weihnachten gehalten bei Donauwasser und haben kein Bissen Brot gehabt".

Soldiers were not isolated from the society and their social background, property and habits taken from their life before enrolment in the army had a strong influence on nutritional habits and probability of starvation. While studying poverty in the army, it is necessary to examine briefly the situation of civilians from among whom the soldiers came as well as their influence on nutrition in the armed forces.

Representatives of magnate families were used to numerous and sophisticated dishes. Even fasts common in the 17th century did not cause serious limitations in the quality of food eaten. Cooks of the magnates were able to prepare meatless dishes in such a way that they were as opulent and caloric as meat dishes. Thus, a magnate did not suffer from food shortages, but rather its surplus and the diseases related to it, e.g. podagra. According to calculations of Andrzej Wilczyński, the amount of calories consumed by a representative of aristocracy was about 6500. Taking into consideration the level of life and the nutritional manner of the richest classes of the society, a certain reduction of the standard in the army may be noticed. However, it was far from real hunger. On the camp tables, there were definitely no certain dishes the preparation of which was too complicated as for the field conditions such as the Polish pike, which, according to the recipe, had a fried head, a boiled body and a baked tail. Sometimes, there was not enough wine and it was necessary to satisfy oneself with salted meat or even vegetarian dishes. In extreme situations among army commanders coming from among aristocracy, food shortages became serious, an example of which may be a banquet held by Aleksander Gosiewski and Aleksander Zborowski in Kremlin where guests were treated with mouldy crackers with horseradish, groats with pepper, water and leaven. However, numerous banquets as well as information about desserts, cinnamon, citrus fruit, chocolate, coffee and orange flower jam as well as memories of the wealth taken to the war, like for instance to Piławce, prove that magnates tried to retain a high standard of life also in war conditions.
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Wealthy nobility and rich townsmen also ate abundantly normally (the number of calories consumed daily was about 5300). Only extreme conditions like e.g. escaping from home due to fights, caused, usually temporary, shortages of food. According to Zbigniew Kuchowicz, wealthy nobility was the best nourished group of the society, both as regards the number of calories and nutrients. When going to a war, they tried to retain the same level by taking wagons with food supplies. According to the list of things lost by Jakub Michałowski at Zborów, this nobleman of medium wealth took the following things to the expedition: spices, 60 old Polish gallons of wine, a barrel of "percyment" (a kind of Spanish wine), champagne and Rhine wine, a "puzdro" of Malvasia wine, a flask of lemon and violet juice, a "puzdro" of vodka, two barrels of booze, ginger breads, biscuits and other sweets as well as 6 pieces of ham, more than ten pieces of brawn and numerous "leguminy", i.e. common, less valuable food products. Only staying in a camp for a longer time or a siege caused a significant deterioration of life quality, including nutrition. There were even fights for turnip and cabbage stumps.

The situation of poorer people was different. Their meals were much more frugal than in higher social classes. Writers emphasised poverty and bad quality of peasant food. The number of calories eaten changed depending on a period and situation, but, on average it was 3500 calories. Poorer nobility, let alone the peasants and lower classes of townsmen, happened to feel food shortages both as regards quantity as well as nutrients, e.g. fats and calcium, which was scarce in peasant diet even in times of relative abundance. Especially the inhabitants of villages and poor townsmen suffered as a result of repeated crop failures in the 17th century. Even in the years of good crops, the nutrition of rural population was not sufficient. In certain periods, the famine was so serious that it led to starvation and, what is more, to cannibalism. J. Jerlicz recalled: "...wszędzie drogocę zboża była wielka [...] Zaczełem ubóstwa niemało pomarlo; tamże pod Torczynem we wsi Smolikowie niewiasta dwoje własnych swoich dzieci synów porznęła i piekąc onych zjadła; która i trzeciego zarżnąć chciała, ale ten uciekłszy powiedział sąsiadom, poczem pojmali ją i ukarana została".

Crop failure was not the only reason of famine among the population. Another reason was the war and the passing armies. Soldiers seized livestock not caring whether those were the last animals on the farm or working cattle needed for field work. Also grains for sewing were taken. Food they did not manage to take was destroyed. They could even let horses go into a field covered with corn. The nobility claimed their rights before courts. The peasants were often left crying out for vengeance, which is emphasised in the literature paraphrasing their complaints:

"...Boże, nie daj
Im zdrowo powrócić! Boże, podaj w ręce
Pohańcowi dostatki ich, które złupili
Z nas ubogich! Napój krwią ich pola tatarskie,
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The civilians also suffered during sieges. People escaping to besieged fortresses had much lesser chances of surviving famine than soldiers. This referred not only to peasants and townsmen, but also nobility. Defenders, especially officers and companions, had priority in access to food. Not much could be hidden from soldiers robbing market stalls and breaking into chambers. People who escaped to fortresses from surrounding villages usually had little supplies. They were at the very bottom of the feeding hierarchy, as not needed for defence. They were also the first to die. Poor townsmen starved in October 1648 in Kamieniec Podolski surrounded by the Cossacks in October 1648. A similar situation occurred in besieged Zbaraż in 1649. The local inhabitants hid in the fortress. Their supplies finished very quickly. Cases of starvation become more and more frequent. The peasants who could not stand the hunger, asked duke Jeremi Wiśniowiecki for his consent to leave the fortress and rely on the mercy of the Cossacks. He did not want to agree at first, but finally gave his consent. The people who left Zbaraż were murdered by the Tatars.

It is noticed that the situation of soldiers coming from a given social group did not differ much from the situations of others in the same social class. Famine, which was the greatest danger for plebeian infantry, also threatened the people from this social group in their life outside the army. Fear of hunger was among the most significant ones in modern times next to fear of infectious diseases. Both of these dangers occurred then with high frequency. One might wonder how much the people of those times were accustomed to food shortages and whether it influenced their chances of survival. Knowledge of edible plants occurring in the surrounding and techniques of poaching land and water animals was still helpful in the 20th century, although it gradually disappeared over time. The noble diary writers emphasise the resistance of retinue to food shortages. On the other hand, in the light of twentieth-century research on hunger disease, it is the underfed people who stand the least chances of survival already before the advent of famine. It seems that whether individual people died and how they behaved when faced with extreme malnutrition, depended not only on their health and the period of food shortages, but also their mental predispositions: the will to fight and disagree with the existing situation. Moreover, it is difficult to assess how the organism of an individual would behave in an extreme situation.

Soldiers who survived the times of famine, tried to make up for it by extorting as much as possible from the people who were supposed to feed them. Food was taken above the standards set and not paid for as the soldier's pay was not received for a long time. If peasants, townsmen and nobility protested, it was taken by force, not worrying that the civilians had nothing to eat later on. It is justified to ask a question on whether people joining the army knew what to expect, especially whether they were aware of the real threat of food shortages. A magnate or a nobleman who
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had little education and was interested in the situation of his country and its history had a certain idea of the conditions in the army. Frequently his brother, father or further relative had already been a soldier. Thus, he could have drawn certain conclusions from their stories. In connection with high death rate in the infantry, a possibility of advancement to the nobility thanks to war merits or, on the other hand, joining various bands, soldiers from this formation seldom returned to their homeland. A plebeian had fewer chances of obtaining information from a soldier related to him. At the same time, he saw the passing divisions taking what they wanted and eating better than himself. Joining the army could be perceived by him as a possibility of changing his fate or at least greater opportunity for his family to eat to their fill rather than leading their lives in the countryside or among the poor townsmen. The skills of recruiters were often worth admiring and the spectre of famine disappeared with the hope for getting rich in a war.

It seems, nevertheless, that famine in the army differed from food shortages in the country. The latter one was recurrent and expectable. It could have been expected after poor crops, especially in the time before the harvest. On the other hand, in the army, there is the principle of changeability. The times of affluence and sufficient food intertwine with hunger changing places in a manner not completely possible to expect. Marching through desolated country and sieges increased the risk of hunger, but not each such situation finished with it. Similarly, staying in the area which was, at first, abundant in food did not mean certainty that there would be enough of it until the end.
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Summary:

Famine and poverty in the army during the reign of the House of Vasa in the light of reports and diaries

The aim of the article is to present the phenomenon of famine in the army of the Crown and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania during the reign of the House of Vasa. Shortages of food were not present in the army constantly. Nevertheless, they were a frequent phenomenon during wars. It was not always possible to buy or steal something due to destructions in the area where the army was staying. In situations of no possibility to purchase food products, people tried to look for things that could fill their stomachs in the nearest surrounding. They would pick rhizomes, tree leaves, vegetables and herbs. Carrion as well as ill and injured animals were eaten. A symbol of famine was eating horse meat. The last resort was cannibalism.
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